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3.5 Neural Networks

n Developed to mimic the human neural system (in the
brain) and its processing capabilities

n Decentralized knowledge representation and
processing (at least in theory)
F hopefully very efficient

n Simple components, the intelligence is in the
connections
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Basic data structures (I)

Directed, weighted graph:
n Nodes represent a function (activation function fact)

with n arguments, if n links lead into the node,
producing one result
l Input nodes: take values from outside
l Output nodes: represent activation values for

different concepts to detect
l Inner nodes: usually organized in layers

(hidden layers)
n Labeled weighted links
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Basic data structures (II)
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Semantics

n Whole net represents a decision function linking
input nodes to output nodes

n No other connection to knowledge or application
area
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How to get knowledge into the
representation structure

By training the net!
General ideas:
n Provide set of input-output pattern
n Compare net behavior to expected output
n Adjust link weights according to result of

comparison until error is minimized
F search problem

F Learning process
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Learning methods

General structure:
wijk,new = flearn(wijk,old, fact, xij ,xi+1,k, Dxi+1,1,…,Dxi+1,ni+1,c)

c learning factor (may change over time)
Examples:
n Perceptron training
n Backpropagation
n Winner takes all / Kohonen learning
n Counterpropagation
n …
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Discussion
: Decentralized knowledge representation
F possibility to parallelize

: Can find pattern outside of human understanding
- Network structure determines what can be learned
F must be provided by user

- Represented knowledge not understandable by
humans

- Most computations small
F not difficult enough for a processor

- Learning can take very long
- Too many learning procedures: when to choose

which
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And what about processing data?

n Just provide input data and let the network output
stabilize itself

n Output node with highest activation is the result
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Example: Perceptron (I)

n No hidden layers
n fact (a1,…,am) = sig(a1+…+am)
n flearn(w0j1,old,d,x01,…,x0k,c) =

w0j1,old + c*(d - sig(Âx0i*w0i1))*x0i
where d is the expected output of the web

n Usually there are more inputs to a perceptron than
what is suggested by the function to learn:
bias-nodes allow for more learning accuracy
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Example: Perceptron (II)

Perform the learning for a perceptron with two input
nodes and one bias node with constant value of 1 and
a learning rate c = 0.3

Let the initial weights be
w011 = 0.3 ; w021 = 0.4 ; w031 = -0.2

Training data:
(1,1) -> 1; (9.4,6.4) -> -1; (8,7.7) -> -1; (0.5,2.2) -> 1


